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[P1] Journey to the north
I. True or false.
1. The special “tour group” is a family of 15 wild Asian elephants.
2. Xishuangbanna is home to the elephants.
( )
II. Multiple choices.
1. Why did the elephants leave their home?
A. They might lack food.
B. They want to find their friends.
C. They might lose their way.

(

(

)

)

2. How do experts protect the elephants?
( )
A. They drugged the elephants and sent them home.
B. They used drones to watch them closely.
C. They used food to lead them to safe places.

[P3] Rain on the other planets
I. Circle the right answer.
1. The shape of the raindrops on other planets is (almost the same/not the same) as on
Earth.
2. (Lightning/High temperatures) on Jupiter and Saturn harden(s) the rain.
II. Choose the right answer.
1. What do Jupiter and Saturn rain?
A. They rain water.
B. They rain diamond.
B. They rain iron.

(

)

2. Which of these three planets has the biggest raindrops? (
A. Earth.
B. Jupiter.
C. Saturn.

[P4/5] No mosquitoes in Iceland
I. Fill in the blanks.
1. Iceland is _____ of mosquitoes.
2. Mosquitoes breed quickly on _______ days.
3. The ______ mosquito in Iceland is now in a laboratory.
4. Iceland is called the “land of _______ and _______”.

)

2. BC
2. Lightning

[P4/5]
4. ice, fire
3. only
I. 1. free 2. hot
5. moon
II. First, the temperature in the country is low
all year-round.
Second, the weather there changes quickly.

[P3]
I. 1. almost the same
II. BA

Answers
[P1]
I. TT
II. 1. AC

5. Iceland looks like the _______ because of its volcanoes.

II. Read and answer.
Why are there no mosquitoes in Iceland? Please list two reasons.
_______________________________________________

